
   Compound Interest  
Interesting bingos (7s then 8s) made from COMPOUND WORDS (two words, not prefixes / suffixes) 

No new NWL23 words compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

7s HAND- 

HANDBAG AABDGHN small carrying bag [n -S] 

HANDCAR AACDHNR hand-operated railroad car [n -S] 

HANDGUN ADGHNNU small firearm (weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder) [n -S] 

HANDOFF ADFFHNO play in football [n -S] 

HANDOUT ADHNOTU something given out free [n -S] 

HANDSAW AADHNSW saw used manually [n -S] 

HANDSET ADEHNST type of telephone [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s HAND- 

HANDAXES AADEHNSX HANDAX, short-handled ax [n] 

HANDBALL AABDHLLN small rubber ball [n -S] 

HANDBELL ABDEHLLN small bell with handle [n -S] 

HANDBILL ABDHILLN circular (leaflet intended for wide distribution) [n -S] 

HANDBOOK ABDHKNOO manual (small reference book) [n -S] 

HANDCART AACDHNRT cart pushed by hand [n -S] 

HANDCLAP AACDHLNP striking together of palms of hands [n -S] 

HANDCUFF ACDFFHNU to fetter with restraining cuffs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDFAST AADFHNST to grip securely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDGRIP ADGHINPR grip by hand or hands [n -S] 

HANDHELD ADDEHHLN something held in hand [n -S] 

HANDHOLD ADDHHLNO handgrip (grip by hand or hands) [n -S] 

HANDLINE ADEHILNN fishing line worked by hand [n -S] 

HANDLIST ADHILNST reference list [n -S] 

HANDLOOM ADHLMNOO manually operated loom [n -S] 

HANDMADE AADDEHMN made by hand [adj] 

HANDMAID AADDHIMN female servant (one that serves others) [n -S] 

HANDOVER ADEHNORV instance of giving up control [n -S] 

HANDPICK ACDHIKNP to choose carefully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDRAIL AADHILNR railing used for support [n -S] 

HANDSEWN ADEHNNSW sewn by hand [adj] 

HANDWORK ADHKNORW manual labor [n -S] 

HANDWRIT ADHINRTW written by hand [adj] 
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